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6 of 6 review helpful So disappointing By SarahM I absolutely LOVE Simon Van Booy I ve read every one of his 
other books and I waited anxiously for The Illusion of Separateness to come out I love his short stories they are all so 
intricate and beautiful His last novel was fantastic lives of people woven together in a way that is unique and new 
However the Illusion of Separateness is not up to his usual s In The Illusion of Separateness award winning author 
Simon Van Booy tells a harrowing and enchanting story of how one man rsquo s act of mercy during World War II 
changed the lives of strangers and how they each discover the astonishing truth of their connection nbsp Whether they 
are pursued by Nazi soldiers old age shame deformity disease or regret the characters in this utterly compelling novel 
discover in their darkest moments of fear From Booklist Lives connect across continents and decades in the aftermath 
of two soldiers crossing paths in a field in war ravaged France in 1944 American John Bray whose B 24 was shot 
down is trying to reach 
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